OKLAHOMA Certified Chiropractic Assistant
EXAMINATION DEADLINE COMING SOON!
Courses Available NOW at www.CCCAonline.com
“The program that gives back to the profession”

$79.00 Oklahoma CCA Review: This is a 4 hour highlight review created for those that already qualify to take the test but still would like some intensive preparatory review material. It includes a condensed 75 page note packet and 30 pages of online training.

Association Member Discounts and Profit Share:
• OCA-CCAREVIEW code provides a $10 discount and $10 back to the OCA for each paid registrant
• UCAO-CCAREVIEW code provides a $10 discount and $10 back to the UCAO for each paid registrant
OR

$339.00 Oklahoma CCA Full Training: This is a full 24 hour training program approved for the state of Oklahoma CCA training and for FLCB CCCA training (if the CA would ever like to also take national testing.) It includes a 200 page note packet and an extensive online training program with 19 modules. This program also includes the review module!

Association Member Discounts and Profit Share:
• OK-OCA-CCCA code provides a $20 discount and $20 back to the OCA for each paid registrant
• OK-UCAO-CCCA code provides a $20 discount and $20 back to the OCA for each paid registrant

Discount codes MUST be entered at the time of registration to redeem the discount. Checks to associations are cut quarterly. All content is intended for one paid registrant only.
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